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Discover our
PENAIR® Product Line
for Aircraft Cleaning

RESEARCH

and development...

With over 100 years of manufacturing and product
development experience, the West Penetone
family of companies has developed and patented
a number of products designed to satisfy the needs
of its numerous clients throughout the world.
Whatever cleaners, degreasers or decontamination
products may be required, we offer a broad range
of products that meet the highest standards of safety
and efficacy.
Concerned as we always are about environmental
impact, we have introduced a new line of
“green” cleaners and degreasers as well as super
concentrated formulas for a dramatic reduction of
packaging.

Looking for a product to meet a specific need?
Our team of experts can develop products that
will answer your requirements.
Implementation of chemical application
procedures by our technical team allows
you to carry out your cleaning operations
while ensuring a safe environment.

United States
PENETONE CORPORATION
700 Gotham Parkway
Carlstadt, NJ 07072

PENETONE CORPORATION
8201 4th Street, Unit G
Downey, CA 90241

1.800.421.6211
1.800.631.1652
www.penetone.com

Canada
WEST PENETONE INC.
10,900 Secant St
Anjou, Quebec H1J 1S5
Tel.: 514-355-4660

WEST PENETONE INC.
11411-160 Street
Edmonton, Alberta T5M 3T7
Tel.: 780-454-3919

1.800.361.8927
1.866.454.3919
www.westpenetone.com

Your cleaning
solutions resource

PENAIR PRODUCT LINE
PRODUCTS

DESCRIPTION
Penair C5572 has a near neutral pH that reduces the skin

PENAIR C5572 irritation often associated with aircraft wash rack operations.

MILITARY AVIATION
SPECIFICATION

GENERAL AVIATION
SPECIFICATION

MIL-PRF-85570D Type II

PENAIR C5572 Ready-to-use, environmentally safe, biodegradable, phosphateMIL-PRF-85570E Type II RTU
RTU 20% free, non-solvent exterior aircraft cleaner.
Penair C5575 is a state-of-the-art, low VOC, heavy-duty cleaner
that
has been thickened in order to cling to vertical and
PENAIR C5575
MIL-PRF-85570E Type V
overhead surfaces.
Replacing hazardous petroleum and chlorinated solvents with
PENAIR HD-1 Penair HD-1 will assist aircraft maintenance personnel in
complying with today’s stringent EPA and OSHA standards.
Penair HD-1 RTU Pump Spray’s unique pump spray package

PENAIR HD-1 RTU
allows shops to reduce VOC emissions by as much as 90% in
PUMP SPRAY the work area.
Thickened formulation that will cling to vertical and overhead
surfaces. The thixotropic properties of Penair HD-3 allow it to be
PENAIR HD-3 applied to a soiled surface where the cleaner will not run off,
allowing increased contact time.
Penair HD-4 has no flash or fire point and eliminates any
storage or handling problems. Additionally, Penair HD-4
PENAIR HD-4 contains low levels of VOC’s, lessening problems with regards
to air quality in non-attainment areas.

AMS 1523B, Boeing D6-17487 Rev. P
Douglas Aircraft CSD 1

MIL-PRF-87937D Type 1

Boeing D6-17487 Rev. L/7127 Rev. L
- conforms except for flash point

MIL-PRF-87937D Type I

Boeing D6-17487 Rev. L/7127 Rev. L
- conforms except for flash point

MIL-PRF-87937D Type III

Douglas Aircraft CSD 1
Boeing D6-17487 Rev. L
Continental Airlines exterior cleaner

MIL-PRF-87937D Type IV

Penair HD-4 RTU is a mild liquid alkaline cleaner containing
PENAIR HD-4 RTU corrosion inhibitors and heavy duty surfactants that make
MIL-PRF-87937D Type IV
PUMP SPRAY it highly effective on the toughest of aircraft soils, including
exhaust carbon, hydraulic oils, boot prints, and solid film lube.
Penair M5571 is a heavy-duty, biodegradable, solvent-based
exterior aircraft cleaner. It is suitable for use in cleaning all
MIL-PRF-85570D Type I
PENAIR M-5571
painted and unpainted aircraft surfaces. Penair M5571 will
eliminate streaking problems and improve aircraft appearance.

Douglas Aircraft CSD 1

PENAIR M-5571 Ready to use heavy-duty, biodegradable, solvent-based exterior
MIL-PRF-85570D Type IA
AEROSOL aircraft cleaner in an aerosol can.
PENAIR M-5571 Ready to use heavy-duty, biodegradable, solvent-based exterior
MIL-PRF-85570E Type IW
WIPES aircraft cleaner impreganated on a nonwoven sheet.
Penair M5704A is a gas turbine engine cleaner specifically

PENAIR M-5704A designed to improve the performance of aircraft turbine
engines.

MIL-PRF-85704C Type I

Solar Turbines ES-9-62/9-61-1
Pratt & Whitney SPMC 87-7/P&W
Canada

